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About - The Public and Social Sector Procurement Best Practices Exchange
•

The Public and Social Sector Procurement Best Practices Exchange is a global
initiative to connect public and social sector procurement leaders and collect/
disseminate actionable best practices

•

In partnership with faculty from Michigan State University’s #1 Ranked
Procurement and Supply Chain program; and Spend Matters

•

Includes Federal, State, Local and Social Sector leaders; private sector leaders
active participants

•

Global reach, leveraging Public Spend Forum and Spend Matters offices in Europe
and Asia…and advisory roles with the World Bank, Penn Law Center for Asian Law
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Executive Summary
The Public and Social Sector Procurement Best Practices Exchange, a global initiative to connect
leaders and collect/disseminate actionable best practices, held a meeting of public (federal, state, local),
private and social sector procurement leaders and experts on October, 14, 2015 in Washington DC.
Below is a short summary and next steps:
•

Meeting attended by over 20 leaders from public and social sectors

•

Leaders discussed:

•

•

Challenges, opportunities and priorities

•

Prioritized a set of areas that would benefit their organizations through actionable best practice
benchmarking

Based on the discussion and rankings, the Exchange proposes launching:
•

•

A Best Practices Study on “Role, Outcomes and Metrics” of Public Procurement
•

This area was ranked among the highest by leaders

•

Alignment here also logically drives success in other areas such as defining the culture, better aligning
with customers and markets, focusing workforce development initiatives, and improving business
processes

•

Study launches in December with data gathering starting in January

•

Recommend leaders appoint someone within their organization to participate; effort required would be
minimum or as much as they like and would further professional development

Shortly after launching above study, launch studies focused on organizational alignment
(culture, organizational alignment, workforce skills)
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Over 20 leaders from across the public and private sector par8cipated
in the Best Prac*ces Exchange mee8ng on October 14, 2015
Roster of Attendees and RSVPs
Name

Organization

Title

Jose Arrieta

Department of Treasury

Dir., OSDBU

Jeffrey Baker

Federal Aviation Administration

Mgr., Acquisition Oversight, Control & Reporting

John Bashista

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Dir., OfNice of Acquisition Management

Jeff Bishop

Dept. of the Treasury

Procurement Analyst

Phyllis Bower

Dept. of Veterans Affairs

Exec. Dir., OfNice of Acquisition Ops

Ken Brennan

DoD

Deputy Director

Rushar Chin

U.S. Dept. of HHS

Procurement Analyst

Iris Cooper

Dept. of the Treasury

Sr. Procurement Exec.

Soraya Correa

U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security

Chief Procurement OfNicer

Doris Gibson

HHS

Dir. OfNice of Acquisition Program Support

Robert Gleason

Commonwealth of Virginia

Dir., Purchases & Supply

David Gragan

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

Sr. Procurement Exec.

Sandra Mohr

Higher Achievement Program

Dir. of Finance

Cathy Read

Dept. of State

Dir., Acquisition Management

Mark Reed

AARP

CPO

Anne Rung

OfNice of Federal Procurement Policy

Administrator

George Schutter

DC Government

Chief Procurement OfNicer

Harris Smith

U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security

Industry Liaison

James Staton

DC Government

Former Chief Procurement OfNicer

Stephen Yuter

Dept. of HHS Indian Health Services

Dir., of Acquisition & Head of the Contracting Activity

Ash Bedi Jason Buscha,
Pierre Mitchell, Ash Bedi

Facilitators

Public Spend Forum
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-Con8nued - Over 20 leaders from across the public and private sector
par8cipated in the Best Prac*ces Exchange mee8ng on October 14, 2015
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The agenda and facilitated discussion focused on understanding
leadership priorities that would benefit from actionable best practices
Agenda and Focus of Meeting:
•

Goals and Priorities of Public Procurement Leaders
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Pre-Meeting survey was used to start discussion – see Appendix for results
Anne Rung, U.S. Chief Acquisition Officer, provided remarks on priorities of Administration –
see Appendix for remarks
David Gragan (U.S. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau) and Bob Gleason (Virginia)
provided insights from recent proceedings at NASPO
Jose Arrieta (U.S. Treasury) and Richard Vinnacombe (U.S. OPM) provided insights from
recent executive seminar on private sector practices, held at Michigan State University
Ken Brennan (Dept. of Defense) provided insights into priorities of the Defense Department
Leaders from across the government, including Soraya Correa (Dept. of Homeland
Security), George Schutter (DC Gov’t) and others provided additional insights

Best Practices Prioritization
•
•

Preliminary framework and topics for building world-class procurement organizations
Participants ranking of priorities for benchmarking
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To start the discussion challenges and priori8es discussion, we used
results from a pre-mee8ng survey
Results from Pre-Meeting Survey
Key Challenges

Other
Comments

Top Themes

Top 3 Goals
Ø Improving efNiciencies (cycle time, use of
scarce resources)

Ø Lack of alignment with customers,
categories, markets

Ø Better support customers and mission

Ø Lack of resources, the right skills and time

Ø Reduce overall cost/price

Ø Lack of understanding (of the value) of
procurement

Ø Work better with suppliers

Ø Poor requirements

Ø Culture

Ø Poor data and technology platforms

Ø Diversity

Ø Limited big picture thinking

Ø Collaboration
Ø Category management
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As we proceeded, the overall discussion among leaders focused on a
few key priori8es and challenges
Focus of the discussion gravitated towards three key areas:
•

Role of Procurement
• Value of Procurement
• Role of Leadership in driving change
• Organizational Culture

•

Engagement and Relationship Management
• Customers (especially early involvement)
• Industry
• Stakeholders

•

Strategic Processes
• Category Management
• Effectiveness and Efficiency
• Technology and Automation

Next three pages present summary points resul*ng from the
discussion
PROPRIETARY. Any use of this material, in whole or in part, without written permission of Public Spend Forum is strictly prohibited. © Copyright 2015, Public Spend Forum. All Rights Reserved.
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Role of Procurement
Role of Procurement Summary Discussion Points

Value of
Procurement

Leadership Roles
and Integration
with Customers

Organizational
Culture

• Value and role of procurement is not well understood among leadership and by
customers
• Procurement can be a change agent, connecting different parts of organization
• Need to continue to shift perception of role from procurement/contracting to
business advisors
• Procurement organizations need to focus on strategic capabilities to shift
perceptions and deliver high value outcomes
• Procurement leaders need to be part of organization’s senior management
• Leaders within procurement need to be more involved with customers and build
bridges so "we are invited in"; examples include:
• Integration with Acquisition Review Boards
• Early engagement in planning
• Inspire and motivate staff to get engaged early, make time
• Agreement we need to improve “risk averse” culture…but what is culture and how is
it deNined?
• Need to deNine other attributes such as how we collaborate, how we problem solve
• Potential opportunity to deNine culture and create an actionable plan for addressing
it
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Engagement & Rela8onship Management
Engagement & Relationship Management Summary Discussion Points
Summary

Customers

Industry

Stakeholders

• Overall discussion centered around the need to engage customers and industry
more proactively and effectively
• Important to have deep understanding of key customers and their role in the overall
mission
• Early engagement with internal customers is one of the best predictors of successful
outcomes
• Leadership can be key setting the right tone and building buy-in in terms of engaging
with customers
• Overall, early engagement with customers requires trust that procurement can add value
• Need more focus on working with industry
• Develop expertise in industries to better leverage innovation and manage costs and risk
• Engage earlier in the process to help shape requirements and leverage industry
innovation
• Need to educate stakeholders such as IG, congress on how procurement impacts the core
mission and how value is driven
• Need to collaboratively engage stakeholders
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Strategic Processes

Strategic Processes Summary Discussion Points
Category
management

Technology and
automation

• Opportunity to reduce redundant activity through coordination of common needs and
requirements across the organization
• Need to improve insights and processes in working with customers with common needs

• Big focus on data and visibility to identify opportunities and support decision making
• States focused on automating so that more focus can be placed on strategic high impact
activities to support the mission

In summary, the overall discussion ul4mately informed topics we can
priori4ze for collabora4vely informing ac4onable best prac4ces – the next
several pages present poten4al priori4es
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To prioritize best practice focus areas, we introduced a strategic
framework for building a world-class procurement function
Framework for Building a WorldClass Procurement Function

Groupings for Best Practice
Benchmarking
I. Role, Outcomes and Metrics
• Mission & Role of Procurement
• Outcomes, Metrics and Data

II. Organization, Culture and
Workforce
• Culture
• Organizational Alignment (including
with customers/markets)
• Workforce Skills and HR

III. Capabilities and Processes

• Category Mgmt and Strategic
Sourcing
• Supplier Relationship Mgmt
• Total Cost Understanding and
Market Intelligence
• Acquisition Policies and Regulations

Framework Copyright and Property of
Public Spend Forum LLC, 2015
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IV. Data and Technology

• Data and Visibility
• Process Streamlining through
Technology
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Par8cipants used the framework to pick 5 areas for best prac8ces
ini8a8ves
Best Practices Prioritization Exercise
•

Key focus of the Exchange is on understanding actionable best practices related to
current priorities and challenges

•

To prioritize areas for best practice benchmarking, participants ranked various
topics - each participant selected 5 topics for best practices benchmarking

•

The results were compiled across all participants and topic areas were grouped
together based on the organizational maturity model
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Results of Mee8ng “Top 5” Exercise and Priori8es
How Many Respondents Placed Each Topic in Their “Top 5”?
Topic

“Top 5” Placement

1

Work Force skills and overall HR

12

2

Technology & tools for procurement

10

3

Reshaping the culture of procurement

9

4

Role & mission of procurement/mission integration with customers

9

5

Data & visibility

8

6

Process streamlining & transformation

5

7

Outcomes & metrics to mange the procurement function

5

8

Category mgmt & strategic sourcing

5

9

Organizational alignment

3

10

Supplier relationship mgmt

1

11

Core capabilities of world class procurement orgs

0
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Based on all input received, we have deﬁned a path forward with
speciﬁc ini8a8ves to be launched immediately
Research Agenda Path Forward
I. Role, Outcomes and Metrics
• Mission & Role of Procurement
• Outcomes, Metrics and Data

II. Organization, Culture and
Workforce
• Culture
• Organizational Alignment (including
with customers/markets)
• Workforce Skills and HR

III. Capabilities and Processes

• Category Mgmt and Strategic
Sourcing
• Supplier Relationship Mgmt
• Total Cost Understanding and
Market Intelligence
• Acquisition Policies and Regulations

IV. Data and Technology

• Data and Visibility
• Process Streamlining through
Technology

Immediately launch best practices initiatives on:
• Role, Outcomes and Metrics of Procurement –
Most logical place to start given dependency of other
areas. Focus will be on:
• Role and mission, including alignment with customers/
stakeholders on role
• Performance metrics to measure success and progress

• Other near-term topics:
• “Culture” – deNine elements of culture and actionable
steps to reshape it
• Workforce skills - PSF conducting workforce skills
study in partnership with the Volcker Alliance; carry
that work forward

• Future Topics – based on prioritization, topics
include technology/tools, data and visibility, process
streamlining and category management
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We have outlined a set of next steps to push forward on the
research agenda

Next Steps

Timing

1

ConNirm/validate “Role, outcomes & metrics of procurement” as initial
benchmarking and best practices topic

Dec 2015

2

Develop overall approach for benchmarking and best practices efforts

Dec 2015

3

Identify key individuals within organizations that can beneNit from participation and
can facilitate data gathering

4

Begin initial data gathering through interviews and collection of existing data and
artifacts such as metrics, dashboards, mission statements, etc.

Dec 2015

5

Conduct additional best practices research

Dec 2015

6

January Exchange Meeting - Summarize results of initial research and share at
Meeting; discuss next steps

Jan 2016

7

Conduct data collection

8

April Exchange Meeting – Share overall results at April Exchange Meeting

PROPRIETARY. Any use of this material, in whole or in part, without written permission of Public Spend Forum is strictly prohibited. © Copyright 2015, Public Spend Forum. All Rights Reserved.

Nov/Dec 2015

Feb/March 2015
April 2015
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Your FEEDBACK and input is needed!
Best Practices Research
• Confirm topics prioritized for research are of interest
• Identify potential participants from your organization
• PSF to send out launch schedule
Exchange Meeting Dates
• Send out survey to set up dates for 4 meetings for 2016
• Dates (January, April, June, October)
• Identify best times
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Public and Social Sector Procurement Best Prac8ces Exchange is
facilitated by experts in public and private sector procurement
Raj Sharma

Pierre Mitchell

Raj is a thought leader focused on strengthening the management capacity of the social and
public sectors. Raj advises leaders in government and social sectors on applying proven
practices to improve performance, transform procurement and deliver more value to
customers/constituents. Raj co-founded the Public Spend Forum and also serves as CEO of
Censeo Consulting Group, a Nirm recognized nationally for its award-winning culture and
impact. He also serves on several boards, including Higher Achievement and Michigan State
University’s Executive Advisory Board for the supply chain program. And he has written as a
fellow for the Center for American Progress and the Woodrow Wilson Center’s Women in Public
Service Project. Contact: Raj@publicspendforum.net
Pierre Mitchell, Senior Advisor at the Public Spend Forum and Chief Research OfNicer and
Managing Partner of Azul Partners, Inc., has 25 years of procurement and supply chain industry
and consulting experience, and is a recognized procurement expert specializing in supply
processes, practices, metrics, and enabling tools and services. He is a regular contributor to
business publications, a frequent presenter at industry events around the world and counts
himself fortunate to have served and interacted with so many CPOs and future CPOs. Pierre is a
Sr. Advisor and regular contributor to Public Spend Forum. Contact:

Ash Bedi
Ash Bedi is a member of the Public Spend Forum management team, responsible for content
strategy. Ash has more than 25 years of experience in both consulting and industry, with
expertise in the areas of strategic planning, procurement and supply management. Ash brings a
blend of private sector and government industry experience, having worked with Fortune
companies as well as numerous federal agencies. Ash has also been a frequent presenter at high
proNile forums including Institute of Supply Management, National Association of Purchasing
Managers, Sourcing Interests Group, and National Contract Management Association. Ash
previously worked at A.T.Kearney and Censeo Consulting Group, among others.
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Anne Rung, the U.S. Chief Acquisi8on Oﬃcer, highlighted
Administra8on priori8es
Key Points
• Category Management (“CM”)
• Top priority – focus on top 10 common categories
• CM Integrated into cross-agency priority goals by OMB
• Acquisition gateway underway and being populated
• Overall goal is to bring more "Spend Under
Management”
• Government-wide Category Leads - Announcement on
December 7 of all the Category leads
• Focus on IT
• Scale up efforts like HHS Buyers club across all
agencies
• Build USDS type capability within agencies
• 18F as an additional resource for agencies
• Built foundation and now to focus on implementation
• Demonstrating “quick wins” going forward is critical
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Best Practices Needed
• Examples of supplier and
performance scorecards
• Methodologies for calculating
administrative savings
• Validated methodologies for
measuring demand
management savings
• Anyone doing 3rd party
savings validation that’s not
too onerous or costly?
• Where should we focus to
demonstrate quick wins?
• Examples of simpler
Statements of Work or SOOs
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Sampling of quotes from pre-mee8ng survey provide some
interes8ng insights…
Goals

Challenges

“Make it much, much simpler for my
clients to get what they need”

“Lack of rigorously deFined requirements. Often due to lack of reqmt understanding, exacerbated by lack of
training”

“Meet mission outcomes”

“Culture of "Mission Success. Rqmt Owners have atrophied skills regarding marginal cost performance
trade-off”

“Optimal price”
“Cost Savings”
“Innovation/creativity”
“Cost and risk management”
“Good value to the taxpayer”
“Align … procurement efforts to support
strategic enterprise categories, contracts
and suppliers, to leverage and allocate
scarce resources for high value
performance outcomes meeting customer
category missions/objectives”
“Collaborate across all boundaries to
align leadership with sourcing
opportunities that beneFit all public
bodies”
“Institutionalize strategic acquisition as
part of Agency business practice”

“Lack of understanding of the market. Market Intelligence is lacking (esp. in reqmt owners) leading to
poor acquisition strategies”
“Very little "project" mentality here, everything is done is small, discrete pieces with very little big-picture
vision”
“Alignment - Obtaining chief executive support to
assist align procurement and eProcurement tools, resources, staff, policies, etc. to enterprise goals and
objectives”
“Talent - Seek / recruit / retain best professional procurement talent available; effective in each position,
and nurture a highly skilled/motivated culture, aligned to desired enterprise outcomes”
“Program OfFices that are not well versed or disciplined in category management principles”
“Bureaucratic culture / Customer engagement”
“Culture change (embedding procurement concepts into organizational behavior)”
“Lack of knowledge and understanding of procurement's role and value in the Organization”
“Maintaining a creative/positive acquisition Culture”
“Need for improved program/project management function with focus on related roles and
responsibilities of PPMs in acquisition”
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